APPENDIX 3: THE NATIONAL MINIMUM DATASET
Mode of Data Collection
The National Minimum Dataset (NMDS) is New Zealand’s national hospital discharge data
collection and is maintained by the Ministry of Health. The information contained in the
dataset has been submitted by public hospitals in a pre-agreed electronic format since
1993. Private hospital discharges for publicly funded events (e.g. births, geriatric care)
have been submitted since 1997. The original NMDS was implemented in 1993, with
public hospital information back loaded to 1988 [1]. Information contained in the NMDS
includes principal and additional diagnoses, procedures, external causes of injury, length
of stay and sub-specialty code and demographic information such as age, ethnicity and
usual area of residence.

Dataset Quality and Changes in Coding Over Time
There are a number of key issues which must be taken into account when interpreting
information from the NMDS. Many of these issues arise as a result of regional differences
in the way in which data are coded and uploaded to the NMDS. These include:
1. Inconsistencies in the way in which different providers upload day cases to the
NMDS, and how this has changed over time.
2. The changeover from the ICD-9 to ICD-10 coding system, and irregularities in the
way in which diagnoses and procedures are allocated ICD codes.
3. Changes in the way in which ethnicity information has been collected over time and
across regions (Appendix 6: Measurement of Ethnicity)
The following sections discuss the first two if these issues, while the third is discussed in
Appendix 6: Measurement of Ethnicity, which reviews the way in which ethnicity
information is collected and coded within the health sector.

1. Inconsistencies in the Uploading of Day-Cases to the NMDS
One of the key issues with time series analysis using hospital discharge data is the
variability with which different providers upload day cases to the NMDS. Day cases are
defined as cases that are admitted and discharged on the same day, with the “three hour
rule” (treatment time >3 hours) traditionally being utilised to define an admission event. In
contrast, patients who spend at least one (mid)night in hospital are classified as inpatients
irrespective of their length of stay [2].
In the past, there have been significant regional variations in the way in which different
providers have uploaded their day cases to the NMDS, leading to problems with both time
series analysis and regional comparisons. These inconsistencies have included
1. During the mid 1990’s, a number of providers began to include A&E events as day
cases if the total time in the Emergency Department (including waiting time)
exceeded 3 hours, rather than uploading only those whose actual treatment time
exceeded 3 hours [2]. NZHIS provided feedback which rectified this anomaly and
since January 1995 the correct procedure has been used (these additional cases
were coded using medical and surgical sub-specialty codes and are thus difficult to
filter out using traditional Emergency sub-specialty filters).
2. Over time, a number of providers have become more efficient at recording the time
of first treatment within the Emergency Department (rather than time of attendance)
and thus during the late 1990s and early 2000s have become more efficient in
identifying emergency department cases which meet the 3-hour treatment rule and
are thus eligible to be uploaded to the NMDS. This has resulted in a large number
of additional cases being uploaded to the NMDS, particularly in the upper North
Island.

3. In addition, some providers admit cases to their short stay observation units while
other providers do not, leading to regional variations in the appearance of day
cases in the NMDS [3].
Previous Attempts to Address Inconsistent Uploading at the Analytical Stage
When producing their annual Hospital Throughput reports, the Ministry of Health has
adopted the following filter to ensure regional and time series comparability with respect to
day patient admissions [3]. In its analyses it excludes all cases where:
1. the admission and discharge date are the same (length of stay = 0), and
2. the patient was discharged alive, and
3. the health specialty code on discharge is that of Emergency Medicine (M05, M06, M07,
and M08).
While this coding filter succeeds in ensuring a degree of comparability between regions
and across time (although it fails to correct the anomalies occurring during the mid 1990s
when A&E cases were uploaded using medical sub-specialty codes), the exclusion of
emergency day cases from time series analysis has a number of limitations including:
1. Exclusion of only those with a length of stay of 0 days means that those emergency
cases who begin their treatment late at night and are discharged in the early hours of
the following morning (up to a quarter of emergency cases have a length of stay of 1
day in some DHBs) are included as genuine hospital admissions, whereas those who
begin their treatment early in the morning and are discharged late in the afternoon or
the evening of the same day are excluded.
2. With a move towards the development of specialist paediatric emergency departments
in larger urban centres (e.g. Auckland), there remains the possibility that some larger
DHBs are now seeing and treating a number of acute medical patients within the
emergency setting, while in regional centres similar patients continue to be assessed
on the paediatric medical ward/assessment unit and thus receive a paediatric medical
specialty code. The exclusion of all emergency presentations from time series and subregional analysis may thus differentially exclude a large portion of the workload
occurring in large urban centres where access to specialist advice and treatment is
available within the Emergency Department setting.
The potential impact of inconsistent uploading of day cases to the NMDS is likely to be
greatest for those conditions most commonly treated in the emergency department setting.
Analysis of 2001–2003 hospital admission data suggests that more than a third of NMDS
emergency department discharges for those aged 0–24 years were due to injury, with
another third due to ambulatory sensitive conditions (e.g. asthma, gastroenteritis,
respiratory infections). In contrast, only 2% of those presenting with bacterial meningitis
and 4% of those with septic arthritis were discharged with an emergency sub-specialty
code.
Further sub-analysis of these two admission categories however demonstrated that
inclusion/exclusion of emergency department admissions had quite different effects
depending on the category of admission under study (injury vs. ambulatory sensitive
admissions) and whether the region had access to a specialist Paediatric Emergency
Department. In this analysis the Wider Auckland Region, (comprising one third of the NZ
population and whose residents have access to specialist Paediatric Emergency
Departments) was compared to the rest of NZ. For ambulatory sensitive admissions,
exclusion of emergency department cases resulted in Auckland’s admission rates being
consistently lower than in the rest of New Zealand. It was only when emergency cases
were included in this analysis that Auckland’s admission rates began to approximate those
of the rest of NZ. In contrast for injuries, inclusion of emergency department cases resulted
in hospital admissions in the Auckland Region consistently exceeding the rest of New
Zealand. It was only when emergency cases were excluded from the analysis that
Auckland’s injury admission rates began to approximate those of the rest of NZ. (These
findings occurred despite Auckland having a similar proportion of children living in the most
deprived NZDep small areas as the rest of NZ).

Loosely interpreted, the findings of this analysis suggest that the workload of large
specialist Paediatric Emergency Departments must not be discounted when examining
trends in ambulatory sensitive or other medical admissions, as it is only when emergency
cases are included in the analysis that the admission rates of the Wider Auckland Region
(with its access to specialist Paediatric Emergency care) begin to approximate the rest of
NZ. In contrast, it is possible that specialist Paediatric Emergency Departments have much
less of an influence on admission thresholds for injury, with these being handled in a
similar manner by different emergency departments across the country. Thus for injury
data, the greater tendency for some emergency departments to upload their cases to the
NMDS must be taken into account in any analysis.
Implications for Interpreting Time Series Analyses in these Reports
Throughout this report, analysis of time series and other information has been undertaken
using unfiltered hospital admission data. The exceptions are the injury and poisoning
sections where emergency department discharges have been filtered out of the dataset in
an attempt to address some of the inconsistencies discussed above. Despite such an
approach, there remains the potential for the inconsistent uploading of day cases to
significantly influence the time series analyses presented in this report. In particular, such
practices may lead to an over estimate of the number of medical admissions commonly
treated in the emergency department setting (e.g. asthma, skin infections, respiratory tract
infections), while at the same time the filtering out of injury and poisoning emergency
cases may lead to undercounting for a number of more minor types of injury. Nevertheless,
the filtering processes used in this report are thought to provide the best balance when
considering hospital admissions amongst those 0–24 years. Despite this, the reader must
bear in mind that a potential for significant residual bias remains, when interpreting the
time series analyses presented in this report.

2. Data Quality and Coding Changes over Time (ICD-9 and ICD-10)
Change Over from ICD-9 to ICD-10 Coding
From 1988 until June 1999, clinical information in the NMDS was coded using versions of
the ICD-9 classification system (ICD-9 CM until June 1995, then ICD-9-CM-A until June
1999). From July 1999 onwards, the ICD-10-AM classification system has been used,
although for time series analysis, back and forward mapping between the two classification
systems is possible fusing pre-defined algorithms [1].
The introduction of ICD-10-AM represents the most significant change in the International
Classification of Diseases (ICD) in over 50 years and uses an alphanumeric coding system
for diseases in which the first character of the code is always a letter followed by several
numbers. This has allowed for the expansion of the number of codes to provide for
recently recognised conditions and to provide greater specificity about common diseases
(there are about 8,000 categories in ICD-10-AM as compared to 5,000 in ICD-9). While for
most conditions there is a reasonable 1:1 correspondence between ICD-9 and ICD-10
codes, for some this may lead to some irregularities in time series analysis [4]. Where
possible such irregularities will be highlighted in the text, although care should still be
taken when interpreting time series analysis across the 1999–2000 period as some
conditions may not be directly comparable between the two coding systems.
Accuracy of ICD Coding
In recent years the Ministry of Health has undertaken a number of reviews of the quality of
ICD coding in the NMDS. In the latest audit 2,708 events were audited over 10 sites during
a 3 month period during 2001/2002. Overall the audit found that 22% of events required a
change in coding, although this also included changes at the fourth and fifth character
level. The average ICD code change was 16%, with changes to the principal diagnosis
being 11%, to additional diagnoses being 23% and to procedure coding being 11%. There
were 1625 external causes of injury codes, of which 15% were re-coded differently [5].
These findings were similar to an audit undertaken a year previously.
While the potential for such coding errors must be taken into consideration when
interpreting the findings of this report, it may be that the 16% error rate is an overestimate,

as in the majority of the analyses undertaken in this report, only the principal diagnosis
(with an error rate of 11%) is used to describe the reason for admission. In addition, for
most admissions the diagnostic category (e.g. lower respiratory tract infections) is
assigned using information at the 3 digit level (with the 16% error rate also including issues
with coding at the 4th or 5th digit level).

3. Ethnicity Information in the NMDS
The reader is referred to Appendix 6: Measurement of Ethnicity for a discussion of this
issue.

Conclusion
In general the inconsistencies outlined above tend to make time series and (regional)
comparative analyses based on the NMDS less reliable than those based on Mortality or
Birth Registration data (where legislation dictates inclusion criteria and the type of
information collected). While hospital discharge data still remains a valuable and
reasonably reliable proxy for measuring the health outcomes of children and young people
in this country, the reader is cautioned to take into consideration the biases discussed
above, when interpreting the findings outlined in this report.
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